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IVY TOP A22, Y22
STrIke A POSe ShOrT A004, Y004
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AUDreY TOP A20, Y20
hIP ShOrT A001, Y001
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Adult  
Tops
All products available in:     

XS    SM    M    LG
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A01 TrIANGLe TOP
Look good from every angle. The versatile 
and stylish triangle top is an original. Try 
one and see how the triangle top flatters 
your form.

A09 hAZY
Where practical meets 
playful. The Hazy top has 
all the stretch and support 
you expect from Divina, in 
addition to playful buttons 
and a stylish, fitted cup.

red

teal

royal blue

black

orange

gray

chartreuse

black

dark plum

bright orchid

wild orchid

A05 BABY DOLL
Flatter your form. Featuring a wide torso 
band and square neckline, the baby doll 
adds flattering curves to your front while 
providing support and comfort at your 
back. Ties at the neck for easy adjustment.

A12 LIZZY 
Dial it up. This V-front suits all styles.  
The razor back will flatter your figure and 
the wide stretch band keeps everything  
in place.

aqua

coral

blue green 
texture

magenta

pink flambe

green teal

navy texture

black

A06 BeTSY
It’s for every body. The Betsy shapes and 
flatters every body shape. Truly! The wide 
torso band and reinforced front provide 
unbeatable support and criss-cross straps 
across the back add definition. 

A13 ChLOe
Fun meets flair. This scoop neck top sports 
a razor back and provides plenty  
of support.

raspberry paint

pink color

blue

plum

purple

red

orange pink

teal floral

black

blue color block

A D U L T  T O P S
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A15 MADI LOU
keep the girls in line.  There’s nothing you 
can’t do in the Madi Lou. Whether you’re 
headed to dance class, yoga or Pilates, 
this top provides great support for any 
figure. Go ahead and move!

pink & cheetah teal dot

gray w/  
chartreuse

aqua marine 
green

A16 LOLA 
Stand out in a crowd. Get the support you 
need and still feel stylish. This crop top has 
a reinforced front with a fluttering ruffle for a 
fresh, fun look.

black dot lace multi color floral

A17 GrACIe
Turn heads. Whether you’re coming or 
going, others will admire the flattering, fully 
supported front design and the unique 
T-shape and double-strap back design.

orchid teal scallop royal blue

A20 AUDreY
return to classic hollywood glamour.  
Be a star in this form-fitting top reminiscent 
of the elegance of Hollywood’s golden era.  
Its mesh back adds a distinctive flair that’s 
stylish and comfortable.

coral

mint green

blue

bright orchid

black

A18 BeLLA
Be yourself. It’s easy to be you in the Bella. 
This personality-plus top pairs a netted-
mesh or lace overlay with a comfortable fit 
that gives you the freedom to move.

red netting

grape dot

pink lace teal dot

A D U L T  T O P S

mint

A19 LACe CrOP TOP
The perfect top layer. Whether you layer this 
stretchy lace over your favorite crop top or 
leotard, it’s sure to dress up your look. Look 
equally graceful in class, on stage or out on 
the town in this easy-to-move-in lace top.

red pink black
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A21 QUINCY
Make a statement. You’ll be noticed in this 
two-tone V-front top that offers support and 
a fashion-forward attitude.

magenta with 
black

gray and green 
teal

A D U L T  T O P S

LADDer TANk
The perfect layer.. This breezy tank 
 moves with your body and can  
be worn anytime and any place.

A22 IVY TOP
high-tech with a twist. A flattering top with 
a twist in the front, this piece’s high-tech, 
one-color wicking fabric ensures ultimate 
comfort and flexibility.

navy
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Youth  
Tops
All products available in:     

XS    SM    M    LG
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Y O U T H  T O P S

Y01 TrIANGLe TOP
Look good from every angle. The versatile 
and stylish triangle top is an original. Try 
one and see how the triangle top flatters 
your form. 

red

royal blue

orange

hot pink

black

Y10 rACheL
have some feminine fun. With just a hint 
of flounce in the ruffled scoop neckline, the 
Rachel looks pretty and feels great.

purple stripe dark plum

Y11 SASSY
Capture their attention. Whether it’s a 
workout or performance day, the Sassy will 
help you score points for style while the 
generous length and gathered neckline 
keep you covered.

Y12 LIZZY 
Dial it up. This V-front suits all styles. The 
razor back will flatter your figure and the 
wide stretch band keeps everything in 
place.

coral

blue green 
texture

pink flambe

black

navy texture

green teal

Y06 BeTSY
It’s for every body. The Betsy shapes and 
flatters every body shape. Truly! The wide 
torso band and reinforced front provide 
unbeatable support and criss-cross straps 
across the back add definition. 

raspberry paint blue orange pink teal floral

green dot

blue color block pink color blockpurple black

magenta

royal blue

aqua floral

aqua

mint
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Y O U T H  T O P S

Y17 GrACIe
Turn heads. Whether you’re coming or 
going, others will admire the flattering, fully 
supported front design and the unique 
T-shape and double-strap back design.

orchid teal scallop royal blue

Y18 BeLLA
Be yourself. It’s easy to be you in the Bella. 
This personality-plus top pairs a netted-
mesh or lace overlay with a comfortable fit 
that gives you the freedom to move.

red netting

pink with 
turquoise mesh 

pink lace

red floral

teal dot

Y16 LOLA 
Stand out in a crowd. Get the support you 
need and still feel stylish. This crop top has 
a reinforced front with a fluttering ruffle for a 
fresh, fun look.

black dot lace multi color floral

mint

Y19 LACe CrOP TOP
The perfect top layer. Whether you layer this 
stretchy lace over your favorite crop top or 
leotard, it’s sure to dress up your look. Look 
equally graceful in class, on stage or out on 
the town in this easy-to-move-in lace top.

red pink black

Y13 ChLOe
Fun meets flair. This scoop neck top sports 
a razor back and provides plenty  
of support.

plumteal red

Y15 MADI LOU
All the support you need. There’s nothing 
you can’t do in the Madi Lou. Whether 
you’re headed to dance, tumbling or yoga 
class, this top provides great support. Go 
ahead and move!

aqua marine 
green

pink and 
cheetah

gray and  
chartreuse

teal dot
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Y O U T H  T O P S

Y20 AUDreY
return to classic hollywood glamour.  
Be a star in this form-fitting top reminiscent 
of the elegance of Hollywood’s golden era.  
Its mesh back adds a distinctive flair that’s 
stylish and comfortable.

coral

mint green

blue

bright orchid

black

purple with 
purple flower

Y21 QUINCY
Make a statement. You’ll be noticed in this 
two-tone V-front top that offers support and 
a fashion-forward attitude.

magenta with 
black

gray and green 
teal

Y24 kATIe
Stand out. This girly top is a mixture 
sassiness and fun perfect for the stage or 
class.

coral floral mint floral

Y26 eMMY 
Get excited. With a combination of 
patterns, the Emmy is an adorable top that 
you can’t help but love.

daisy and 
stripes

Y25 ZOeY
It’s all in the details. Intricate, feminine 
patterns combined with delicate smocking 
detail to form a top that’s as unique as your 
dancing style.

navy floral

Y22 IVY TOP
high-tech with a twist. A flattering top with 
a twist in the front, this piece’s high-tech, 
one-color wicking fabric ensures ultimate 
comfort and flexibility.

navy
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Adult  
Bottoms
All products available in:     

XS    SM    M    LG
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A001 ADULT  
hIP BOOTIe ShOrTS
Go for no-fail incredible fit. No matter how you move, 
our classic bootie short will stay in place through every 
twirl, twist or turn. 

black gray navy brown pink flambe

dark purple

chartreuse

neon dot

blue green texture blue crush snakeshiny black vein splatter

A D U L T  B O T T O M S

green teal mint magenta coral burstblue

royal wave teal tribal multi colororange pink pink fuschia

color burst

teal

emerald city

hippie floral mint brushcolorful snake
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A008 DIVINA PrOZ
Take your pick. Choose 
from dynamic fabrics 
and still get Divina’s no-
fail-fit. Our form-shaping 
Proz shorts feature a wide 
smooth waistband that 
won’t dig in and keeps 
everything in place.

gray scallop white and black chevron vein splatter asian flower

A D U L T  B O T T O M S

A004 STrIke A POSe ShOrT
Move and bend with ease.  Our short 
features carefully contoured lines and a 
wide smooth waistband that won’t dig 
in. Whether you’re headed to the dance 
studio or the gym, this pant will stay in 
place so you can focus on your pose and 
not your clothes. 

black gray blue suplex

A002 V-FrONT BOOTIe ShOrT
Add a bit of flair.  The V-line waist band of 
these bootie shorts will flatter your shape 
and satisfy your desire for form-fitting 
comfort. 

black gray navy

A0001 UNDer BOOTIe ShOrT
Stay covered. Opt for the sheer Under 
Bootie Short in place of underpants. The 
lightweight stretch fabric will keep you 
covered and the beige color makes this 
undershort practically invisible. Available in 
beige only.

blackblack & white floral
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A D U L T  &  Y O U T H 
Y O G A  PA N T S

A006B YOGA PANT 
Y006B YOGA PANT
Make your back side your best side.  
The Divina Yoga Pant is perfect for any 
workout in which you bend,  
stretch, crouch or curl.  
Capri and ankle lengths  
are made from flex fabric  
to support your most  
extreme moves.

asian floral

black

multi tribal

black and white chevron

black floral

red

royal blue with black lacecamo
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Youth Bottoms

All products  

available in:     

XS    SM    M    LG
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Y O U T H  B O T T O M S

Y001 YOUTh  
hIP BOOTIe ShOrTS
Go for no-fail incredible fit. No matter how you move, 
our classic bootie short will stay in place through every 
twirl, twist or turn. 

black gray navy brown pink flambe

dark purple

chartreuse

neon dot

blue green texture blue crush snakeshiny black vein splatter

green teal mint coral

pink floral

blue

royal wave teal tribal multi colororange pink pink fuschia

color burst

teal

emerald city

hippie floral mint brushcolorful snake
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Y O U T H  B O T T O M S

Y008 DIVINA PrOZ
Take your pick. Choose 
from dynamic fabrics 
and still get Divina’s no-
fail-fit. Our form-shaping 
Proz shorts feature a wide 
smooth waistband that 
won’t dig in and keeps 
everything in place.

gray scallop white and black chevron vein splatter asian flower

Y004 STrIke A POSe ShOrT
Move and bend with ease.  Our short  
features carefully contoured lines and a 
wide smooth waistband that won’t dig 
in. Whether you’re headed to the dance 
studio or the gym, this pant will stay in 
place so you can focus on your pose and 
not your clothes. 

black

coral floral

gray

teal with plaid

blue suplex

Y002 V-FrONT BOOTIe ShOrT
Add a bit of flair.  The V-line waist band of 
these bootie shorts will flatter your shape 
and satisfy your desire for form-fitting 
comfort. 

black gray navy

Y0001 UNDer BOOTIe ShOrT
Stay covered. Opt for the sheer Under 
Bootie Short in place of underpants. The 
lightweight stretch fabric will keep you 
covered and the beige color makes this 
undershort practically invisible. Available in 
beige only.

black & white floral black
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A D U L T  &  Y O U T H 
S W E AT  PA N T S

A009, Y009 SWeAT ShOrT
The premiere of a new, 
contemporary design for 
lounging. Our new take 
on an old classic means 
you can dance or relax 
in style.
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A10, Y10 NeW SWeAT PANT
Our classic sweat pant featuring 
pockets.  It’s perfect in and out of  
the studio.

P002 BAGGY SWeAT
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A D U L T  &  Y O U T H 
S K I R T S

PASO SkIrT
Nothing short of amazing. Look stunning as 
you swirl around the dance floor in the Paso 
skirt. Short in front and long in back, the Paso 
draws flattering attention to your legs and 
your moves. So silky and fun, you’ll wear it to 
practice and to the big performance. 

IT’S A WrAP SkIrT
Give it a spin. Move gracefully and look 
great in this wrap skirt. The flowing fabric 
won’t wrinkle, so you can pull it right out of 
your practice bag and slip it on for a little 
extra swirl. 

black

black

red

red

purple

purple

SALSA SkIrT
Spice up your life.  Add the fun, flirty flair of 
the Salsa skirt to your next dance routine 
and dare to show the world just how hot 
you really are. Available in Black only. Also 
available in XL and XXL

20 order online now: www.divinadancewear.com
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T Shirts
TA2 SLOUChY Tee

TA3 BOOTY 
TOOCh Tee

TY1, TY2 OPeN BACk T ShIrT

purple dark gray
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Rompers
Heavenly soft fun. The wear-anywhere 
romper is perfect on the beach or in 
the dance studio. The comfy fabric is 
so cozy, you’ll want to live in it.

rY3 LONG rOMPer

rA3 LONG rOMPer 
WITh POCkeTS

rA2, rY2 rOMPer WITh POCkeTS
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